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the depolarization ratio for radiation backscatteredby
polydispersionsof non-sphericalparticles, and by mixed
polydispersionsof sphericaland non-sphericalparticles,
between2% and 4%. If multiple'scatteringis negligi- are shown. Multi-wavelength lidar returns have been
ble, the radiation backscattered by a polydispersion of used to derive the parameters of log-normal distribusphereshas the same polarization as the incident light.
tions, assumingthat thesecontain variousmixtures of
There is always some depolarization of a lidar return
spherical and non-spherical particles. To illustrate the
because of the anisotropy of the polarizability of the effect of non-sphericity on the retrieval of ozone conair molecules,but depolarization in the signal returned centration, we have used these parameters to calculate
from aerosols indicates the presence of non-spherical Angstrom coefficientsand extinction-to-backscattering
particles. In this paper, we utilize scattering calcula- ratio, and have compared these quantities with the cortions for non-spherical particles to explore interpretarespondingones for distributions of spherical particles
tions of lidar signals returned by Pinatubo aerosols. retrieved from the same lidar signal.
Taking into account several particle shapes and lognormal size distributions, calculations show that only Interpretation
of lidar depolarization
slightly-to-moderate deformed sphereswith equivalent- measurements
mean-radius less then.0.2/•m yield depolarization values in the range given by the lidar measurements,if
Depolarization lidar measurementspermit the comsuch particles form a substantial fraction of the population. The implications of particle non-sphericity on the putation of both the backscatteringratio and the depoAbstract. During the EASOE campaignin the Arctic,
all lidar measurementsshowedtotal depolarization values for the Pinatubo stratosphericaerosollayer varying

retrieval

of the aerosol

size distribution

larizationratio (5) (definedas the ratio of the backscat-

are discussed.

tered powerin the cross-polarizationplane to the backscat-

tered powerin the polarizationplane) of the laserbeam

Introduction

Since the eruption of M t. Pinatubo led to a large increaseof the aerosol loading of the stratosphere, it was
possible to observe some features that usually have a
small effect on the scattering properties of the stratospheric air parcels. This is the case of particle nonsphericity, which is difficult to observe under normal
stratospheric conditions because depolarization of the
lidar signal by non-spherical aerosol particles is obscured by that due to air moleculesand instrumental
effects.

The

lidar

measurements

made

in the Arctic

induced by the atmospheric constituents. Assumh•g
that molecular scattering can be evaluated with a high

degreeof accuracy,the aerosoldepolarizationratio (5,,)
can be obtained from the measured depolarization and

backscatteringratios [see,for instance,Stefanuttiet aI.,
1991]. We comparemeasuredvaluesof the aerosoldepolarization ratio with values calculated for polydisperse
mixtures of randomly-orientated non-sphericalparticles

with refractiveindex (n) in the range 1.40- 1.48. (A
polydispersemixture is an ensembleof particles having

differentradii and shapes.)We haveassumednormal-

during EASOE typically showtotal depolarizationval- ized log-normal size distributions, which are given by:
uesbetween2% and 4 % in the lowerstratosphere[Stefanutti et aI., this issue],significantlygreaterthan can
be explained by molecularscattering, which contributes
within 1.4 %, while the aerosolcontribution is about 13 % [Stefanutti,privatecommunication].
We haveused where '7 is the median radius, and s the dimensionless
a set of calculations for non-spherical particles made geometricalstandard deviation. We prefer, however,to
previously[Flesia et al., 1993], to exploreinterpreta- expressthe log-normalby meansof the mean radius •
tions of the depolarization values. Calculated values of and the standarddeviationa (note that a has length
units). The correspondence
amongtheseparametersis
given by

I exp[-•(ln(s)
I ln(.•)2]
P(r)- rln(s)•
)
(1)
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The generalization to multi-mode log-normal size distribution is straightforward.
The scattering calculations for non-sphericalparticles
have been carried out using a numerical code based on

the Extended BoundaryCondition Method (EBCM),
describedby Mugnai and Wiscombe [1986]. The ef-

0094-8534/94/93 GL-02897503.00
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fects due to particle shape have been analyzed in detail by consideringmixtures of elongatedparticlesand
mixtures of particles which can be obtained by continuously deforming a sphere. In the first case, we have

for elongatedparticles,respectively.We note, however,
that this variation may be significantdue to the correspondinglow ha values,especiallyin the sizerangefrom
0.1 to 0.25/•m.

used prolate spheroidswith axial ratios (elongations) Scatteringcalculationsfor polydispersemixtures of none - 1.05 to 3.30, in steps of 0.05. In the second case, sphericalparticlesare extremelylengthy and have been
the so-calledChebyshevparticles[seeMugnai and Wis- performed in detail for a single value, 1.40, of the recombe,1986],whichare obtainedby rotating the curve fractive index. Accordingto Figure 1, we would expect
r{O) - r0[1 + eT,,.(cost•)]about the axis O - 0; here, that polydispersionsof non-spherical particles having a
r0 is the radius of the unperturbedsphere,
< 1) refractive index as large as 1.48 at A - 0.532/•m would
is the deformationparameter,T,,.(cost•) - cos(m0)is showan increaseof 5, of about 1% for deformedspheres
the Chebyshev polynomial of degree m. In this study,
we have considered Chebyshev particles with wariness
parameter m - 2,4, 6,8 and deformation parameter
ß - -0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.01. A three-dimensional
representation of T.,,. shapes can be found in Mughal

and of about 5 % for elongated particles. At longer
wavelengths,this increasewould be smalle• due to the
reduced optical size of the particles.

and Wiscombe[1986].The characteristics
of thesepar-

Accordingto recentin situ measurements
[Deshleret al.,
1992,1993],the typicalsizedistributionfor the Pinatubo
aerosolappearsto be a log-normaldistribution centered

ticles can be found in a previous publication together
with a detailed analysis of their scattering properties

around 0.1/•m and with a standard deviation cr = 0.08
/•m. A second mode centered around 0.5 /•m appears

[Flesiaet al, 1993]. In what follows,in order to com-

at some altitude

pare the results for elongated particles and deformed
spheres, we have introduced a deformation parameter
ß for the elongatedparticles as well, by meansof the

lated

relationß -- (e - 1)/(e + 1).
It is well known that injection of sulfur vapors in the

from

levels.

These

the measured

values have been calcu-

scattered

radiation

at an an-

gle0 = 400 assumingsphericalparticles.Nevertheless,
we shall use these values for nonspherical particles as
well, becauseat this scattering angle the nonsphericalsphericalintensity differenceis rather small- less then

stratosphereresults in sulfate aerosols[Turco et al., 1% for randomly oriented deformedspheres[Mugnai
1983].The refractiveia•dexof the solutionof H2SO4/H20 and Wiscombe,1989]. Thus, in what follows,we shall
liquid droplets dependson the sulfuric acid concentra-

consideras a typical base for our calculations six dif-

tion, which is a function of the ambient temperature
and humidity. In the stratosphere, for temperatures
between 190-210 K and water vapor contents of about

ferent size distributionsmeasuredby Deshler [private
communication;seealso Deshleret al., 1993]on Febru-

4-5 ppmv , the dilution of sulfuric acid is estimated to

and 20 Kin.

be between30 and 70 % [Steeleand Hamill, 1981].For
the wavelengthsconsideredin this study (A - 0.308,
0.355, 0.532, 0.750, and 0.850 /•m), the corresponding valuesof the refractiveindexfor liquid dropletsare
in the range ,2 - 1.40 to 1.48 [Pahner and Williams,
1975]. Figure I showsthe dependenceof the aerosol

ary 4 for the Pinatubo layer at six altitudes between 13

Figure 2 showsthe calculatedaerosoldepolarization
ratio 5,,.at • -- 0.532/•m as a function of the deforma-

tion parameter ß for polydispersemixtures of elongated
particles(left panel) and of deformedspheres(right
panel) havingsize distributionswhich are thosemeasuredby Deshlerat six altitude levels(13, 15, 16, 18, 19,
depolarization ratio 5,, at ,\ - 0.532 /•m on the re- and 20 Kin) in the Arctic stratosphere.Resultsshow
fractive index, as a function of the equal-volume-sphere that elongatedparticles depolarize the incident radiradius re, between 0.05 and 0.3 /am, for mixtures of

ation considerably more than deformed spheres. For

elongatedparticles(left panel)and of deformedspheres moderatedeformations(5- 10%) such as those ex(right panel). In general,5• increases
whenparticlesize pected for small sulfate stratospheric aerosolsparticles,
and/or refractiveindexincreases.In addition,6ofor de- the panel on the left showsdepolarization ratios from 6
formed spheresis significantlylower than for elongated
particles. The variation with size is considerable- for

% to morethan 40 % dependingon altitude and particle
elongation. These values do not match observationsat

elongatedparticles,5• increases
from lessthan 1% to

any altitude level. However, for deformed spheres the
corresponding5a valuesvary from 1% to 10 %. These

about 20 % when rev increases from 0.05 /am to 0.3

/am; for deformedspheres,from about 0.2 % to about

results

7 %. In contrast, the variation of 5• with refractive index, which is negligiblebelow about 0.1 /am, does not
exceed about 2 % and 5 % for deformed spheres and

ing to Figure 1, these conclusionswould not substantially changehad we taken a larger value for the refractive index of the particles.
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Figure 1. Aerosoldepolarizationratio at differentrefractiveindices(n - 1.40, 1.44, 1.48), as a functionof the
equal-volume-sphere
radiusr,v, for mixturesof elongatedparticles(left panel) and of deformedspheres(right
panel). WavelengthA is 0.532/am.
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Figure 2. Aerosol depolarization ratio at X - 0.532 /•m as a function of the deformation parameter e for
polydisperselnixturesof elongatedparticles(left panel) and of deformedspheres(right panel) havingthe size
distributionsmeasuredby Deshler[privatecommunication]at 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 20 Km. of altitude -see
text for more details.

Lidar measurements
also showlarger 6, values(2 %
to 4 %) in the lowerstratosphere(i.e., up to 15-16kin)

the standard deviation cr obtained applying our nonspherical scattering results to the measurementsfrom

as comparedto the higher altitudes, where an enhanced
presenceof small liquid sulfuricacid-water droplets with
negligible deformation may be the reason why the de-

the multi-wavelengthlidar in Sodankyla(Finland) on

polarization ratio decreaseto less than 1%.

Figure

3 shows the aerosol depolarization ratio at ,\ - 0.532
/•ra for polydispersionsof particles having different per-

centagesof sphericalH2504/H20

liquid droplets and

non-spherical particles. Results are shown as a function of the standard deviation c7for a log-normal size

March 1 at 15 kin height. Calculations have been performed by fitting the depolarized lidar signalsat three

differentwavelengths( A= 0.532, 0.750, and 0.850
with a log-normaldistributionof spherical/non-spherical
particles and assuming a Rayleigh depolarization of

1.4%. We definedthe goodness-of-fit
by taking the norrealized root mean squareresidual (Press et a/.,1989,
chapter5). The bestfit wouldhavea goodness-of-fit
of

distribution having equal-volume-spheremean radius

•00%.

•e,, - 0.1/•m (i.e., the typical value for the Pinatubo
aerosol).The left panelis for elongatedparticleswhile

•'he mean aerosolsize for elongatedparticles is smaller

the right panel is for deformed spheres. According to
the in situ measurements by Deshler , the standard deviation is about 0.08 /•m. Results illustrate that for
elongated particles, the measured •,, values of 2-4 %
should correspondto the presenceof 10-30 % of nonspherical particles. For deformed spheres,the computed
depolarization ratio is compatible with measurements

for all spherical/non-spherical
mixtures. Again, an increase of the refractive index of the particles would not
substantially change the results for deformed spiteres;

than for deformed spheresbecauseof the lower depolarization valuesof the latter particles. Quite analogously,
an increase of the refractive index would systematically
decrease the values of the mean particle size.
The

values

of Table

I are smaller

than

those calcu-

lated froanthe main (parallelelypolarized)lidar signals
assuminga log-normalsizedistribution of sphericalparticles - mean particle radius of 0.78 /•m and standard

deviationcr= 0.1/•m, with a goodness-of-fit
of 70 % (remark that it is not possibleto reach a goodness-of-fitas

goodas for non-spherical
particles). Our resultsfor cor-

for elongated particles, on the other hand, consistency respondingsize distributions of non-sphericalparticles
with measurements would be retained only by further
indicate too large values for the depolarization ratioincreasing the fraction of spherical particles.
10 % to 50 % for elongatedparticlesand about 15 %
for deformed spheres. However, as the multiple scatterApplication to lidar measurements
ing contribution can be neglected,only a non-spherical
Depolarization lidar measurements can be used to
scattering approach allows a consistent interpretation
retrieve information on the size of non-spherical parof lidar depolarization measurentents.
The retrieved
size distribution
can be used to comticles. As an example, Table I shows the mean particle

size(i.e., the meanequal-volume-sphere
radius•e,,) and

pute the aerosolbackscattering(m) and extinction(p)
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Figure 3. Aerosol depolarization ratio at A - 0.532 •m as a function of the standard deviation or, for a lognormalsizedistributionof particleshavingdifferentpercentagesof H2SO4/H20 liquid dropletsand non-spherical
particles. Left and right panelsare for elongatedparticlesand for deformedspheres,respectively.Particle mean
radius
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Table 1. Retrieval of the size of non-sphericalparticlesfrom the multi-wavelengthlidar in Sodankyla(Finland)
on March I at 15 km height.
Particle Shape

Mean

100% Elongated Particles
100% Deformed Spheres
50% ElongatedParticles + 50% Spheres
50% Deformed Spheres+ 50% Spheres
Refractive

index

Radius

Standard

Deviation

Goodness-Of-Fit

0.16

0.050

85

0.40

0.075

95

0.15

0.050

88

0.40

0.065

93

n = 1.40.

Angstrom coefficients and the aerosol backscatter-to-

extinctionratio (•b). Our calculationsindicate that although the dependenceof p on particle shape is negligible, the effect of non-sphericity on ?,• and therefore
on •b is considerable. For example, the variation of m
due to non-sphericity computed using the size distributions measured by Deshler, would be up to 20 %,
while the correspondingvariation of q•would be about
12-15 %. We emphasize that such variations due to
non-sphericity are roughly as large as those related to
changesof the size distribution with altitude.
Conclusions
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